
cracking the skinny bitch code

If 2020 had an emotional theme it would be stress. It doesn't matter what you are worried about - your kids, your finances, your work, your health, the state of the nation,
the state of the world... everyone has found 2020 stressful. The galloping housewife wrote a post on social about the effects of stress on our waistlines a couple of
months ago (you can read it here if you missed it the first time) but figuring out how to reduce it can be just as overwhelming as the stress itself. There's all these incense
burning, incantation chanting, sarong wearing hippies that will tell you that meditation is a good idea. And it is, but if you're a Type A science minded practical type like
the galloping housewife, that sort of shit has you running for the hills. If that is you, how about changing it up a bit and just give yourself ten minutes a day to think. That's it.
No mantras, no clearing your mind, no concentrating on your breath. Just find somewhere where you won't be disturbed, put your phone and your lists and your pen and
paper down, set a timer and just think. To start with you mind will be flooded with all the shit you have to do, and all the people you're frustrated with and all the ways
that you are useless, but if you persist, you'll soon be aware that it's not just the problems that you're thinking about, but the solutions. 
10 minutes a day with your thoughts. Even the galloping housewife can mange ten minutes a day.

cracking the rich bitch code

This weeks topic was prompted by a reply to last week's Blindside - the section for lucky bitches about superpowers. You see while ordinary definitely is a superpower,
galloping housewives are really shit at identifying what is extra ordinary. Especially in ourselves. Too often we spend our time looking for what we consider to be a

superpower in other people. Which are usually the things we wished we could do, but know we never will. What if what you thought was indecently easy was actually
your superpower? That thing you do without a thought? Last week we talked about your niche being the thing you were weirdly good at. Only don't think it needs to be

difficult to be worthwhile. I know a coach that can put a piaffe in a camel. They find this stupidly easy and simply can't understand why the rest of the world struggles so.
Their whole business is travelling from yard to yard, perfecting piaffe. The galloping housewife is good at stringing words together and making people smile while they

learn a new concept. You might be able to capture emotion on film or just sense how to balance a hoof but the way the horse stands in the cross ties. Find your
superpower, nurture it, leverage it.

cracking the lucky bitch code

No is a complete sentence. We know this, but how difficult is it to grasp? The galloping housewife is terrible at saying no. She is awful at creating boundaries around who
gets her attention, her time, her expertise. 2020 has been fantastic for those of us who can't say no as there have been boundaries imposed for us, but now the year is
drawing to a close it's time for the knowledge gained during these periods of enforced isolation to be applied in the real world. We have learned so much about what is
important to us and for us. What we need and what we can do without. The first step of creating the lifestyle you deserve is deciding what you don't want. The first skill
you need is the ability to say no. No without an excuse, no without guilt, no without shame. No because every no for someone else is a yes for you.

It's 4pm on an idle Tuesday and the galloping housewife is back with your weekly blindside. Inspiration for the ordinary to recognise the extraordinary they already are.

Like last week and every other week that the Blindside will be landing in your inbox, the galloping housewife would love your feedback. She reads every email and
answers as many as she can. Otherwise, join the community on social...

Remember, if you love this, pass it on.

see you later bitches,
 the galloping housewife.

https://www.facebook.com/thegallopinghousewife/posts/630185384245553

